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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Statement of the Problem 
Let 51 be an open bounded domain in R* with a sufficiently smooth 
boundary, r= r,, u ri, with r, possibly empty and r, non-empty. In 52 
we consider the following model of the Euler-Bernoulli equation with 
control action in the bending moments, 
w,,+LPw=o in QT= (0, T) x 52 (l.la) 
1 
w(0, .) = wo E H;(Q) 
w,(O, -) = Wl E HP(Q) 
in 52 (l.lb) 
wjz=o on C,=(O, T)xT (l.lc) 
dw+(l-p)Bw=O on Z”,=(O, T)xr, 
dw+(l-~)Bw=uEL*(C;) on Ck=(O, T)xr,, 
(l.ld) 
where the boundary operator B in (l.ld) takes the form 
Bw= d??-k!?!= -kaM? 
a2 av av. 
Here v = (vi, v2) is the outward normal, T = ( -v2, vl) is tangent to the 
boundary r, and k is the curvature of r. The constant p, 0 <CL < f, 
represents Poisson’s ratio. 
* This material is based upon work supported under a National Science Foundation 
Graduate Fellowship and partially supported by NSF Grant DMS-8902811. 
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We consider the question of null controllability of (1.1) i.e., given 9. 
does there exist some T> 0 and u E &(Zk) such that the corresponding 
solution (w, w,) of (1.1) satisfies 
w(T, .)=O, w,( T, . ) = 0. (1.3) 
Remark 1.1. Because the dynamics of ( 1.1) are time reversible, null 
controllability of this problem is well known to be equivalent to exact 
controllability, where exact controllability is defined as: Given any 
(WT.,> U’r,2 ) E HA(Q) x H-‘(Q), there exists some T> 0 and UEL,(C~) 
such that the solution of (1.1) satisfies 
w(T> .)=wT,,, w,(T, . ) = wT.2. (1.4) 
1.2. Preview Results 
In recent years, much attention has been directed toward the problem of 
exact controllability for Euler-Bernoulli models with control on the 
boundary [Ll, L2, LL, LTI, LT2, LT3, LT4]. However, in all of these 
cases, the control action is through different boundary conditions than 
(1.1~) and (l.ld). For example, in [Ll], the Euler-Bernoulli model with 
zero Dirichlet boundary conditions and a control, U, acting through 
Neumann boundary conditions has been treated. The reverse situation, 
where the model has zero Neumann boundary conditions and control is 
active in Dirichlet boundary conditions is considered in [LTI]. A third 
case, [LT4], has controls active in both Dirichlet and Neumann boundary 
conditions. 
Three papers which deal with boundary conditions (1.1~) and (l.ld), but 
with Br 0, are [Ll, LT2, LT5]. However, in [Ll, LT2], in order to 
obtain the exact controllability results on spaces of optimal regularity, 
it was necessary to assume that two controls are acting, one in each 
boundary condition. This limitation was due to a technical difficulty arising 
in certain controllability estimates, where, in order to dispense with a 
higher order term, the simplest way was to add the second control. Since 
then, the question of whether the Euler-Bernoulli problem can be 
controlled with only one active control, e.g., bending, has become an open 
and physically appealing problem. A solution to both exact controllability 
and uniform stabilization of (1.1) with control acting only through dw IL is 
found in [LT5], but in spaces of finite energy, not of optimal regularity. 
At the same time, it has been recognized that to settle the question of exact 
controllability in optimal spaces, i.e., spaces of optimal regularity, with 
only one control active, new controllability estimates are needed. The first 
progress in this direction for the model (1.1) with B#O is in [L2], where 
exact controllability with one control only was established. Although [LZ] 
settles the question of controllability with one control, UE L2(CT), the 
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space of reachable states obtained is strictly smaller than the space of 
optimal regularity, HA(Q) x H-‘(Q). In fact, since regularity results for 
(1.1) give 
24 E L&r,) =s- (w, w,) E C[O, r, H&Q) x H-‘(Q)] (1.5) 
(see [LT6]), Z-Z:(Q) x H-‘(Q) is the natural, and in fact the optimal, space 
of exact controllability. 
A recent reprint CL33 is the first result where exact controllability of 
(1.1) with control acting through Aw 1 z is established on the optimal space, 
HA(Q) x H-‘(Q) with one control only. But [L3] only considers the case 
when B E 0. In fact, the assumption B E 0 is critical for the analysis in [L3] 
which is based on reduction of the plate problem to the Schrodinger 
problem. If B # 0, the problem loses a natural symmetry and this reduction 
is no longer valid. 
1.3. Main Results 
Unlike most earlier work, we treat a complete boundary operator, 
(l.ld), which arises from physical models and includes moments of inertia 
realistically present in the system. For this model, we shall prove that exact 
controllability holds on the maximal space HA(Q) x H-‘(Q) with one 
control acting as a bending moment. Major new technical difficulties occur 
because the boundary operator includes B. The techniques of [L3], which 
are based on microlocal estimates for the Schrbdinger equation, are not 
applicable. Instead, we shall prove the necessary controllability estimates 
for the plate equation directly. Our main technical contribution is the proof 
of new regularity estimates for the traces of the solutions to the perturbed 
plate equation (see Lemma 3.3). 
We now state our main result: 
THEOREM 1.1. On r,, assume (x-x0) .v GO for some X~E R2 and 
Ikl L,C,-Oj< k,(Q), where the constant k,(O) depends on the geometry of Q 
and is assumed to be sufficiently small.’ Let (w,,, w~,*)E Hh(Q)x H-‘(Q) 
be arbitrary. For any T > 0, given any pair of initial data (w,, w, ) E 
HA(Q) x HP l(B), there exists a boundary control u E L,(Z’,) such that the 
corresponding solution to (1.1) satisfies 
w(T, .)=w,,,, w,(T, -I= wT.2. 
Remark 1.2. If we replace boundary condition (l.ld) by 
{ 
Aw=O on CO, 
Aw+(l-~)=uEL~(Z;) on Ck, (1.6) 
I A more technical definition of k,(Q) is given in the proof of our theorem (see inequality 
(3.441). 
409/167/2-1X 
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the assumption that the curvature of r, is sufficiently small is no longer 
necessary. 
Remark 1.3. If we consider the Kirchoff model with finite speed of 
propagation instead of the EulerBernoulli model, then the question of 
controllability with only one control is a simpler one. In fact, the solutions 
to Kirchoff models display more regularity in the time variable. Because of 
this extra regularity, we would expect the controllability estimates to be 
easier to obtain for the Kirchoff model, even in the case when B# 0. In 
view of this, our results assert that, among other things, exact con- 
trollability holds not only for the model with finite speed of propagation, 
but also for the case when the rotational inertia is identically zero, i.e., 
when the speed of propagation becomes infinite. 
Remark 1.4. The result of Theorem 1.1, together with regularity 
property (1.5) allow us to use abstract Riccati theory (see [FLT]). This, 
in turn, provides us with a solution to the stabilization problem where 
the feedback operator is based on the solution to the Algebraic Riccati 
Equation. 
This paper is organized in the following way. In the second section, we 
provide some background material and we state the controllability 
inequality. Sections 3 and 4 are devoted to the proof of this inequality. 
2. BACKGROUND MATERIAL AND CONTROLLABILITY INEQUALITY 
Before we continue, we first note that it is enough to prove Theorem 1.1 
for some Tz=- T,, > 0. Once we have the result for T> T,, then an inde- 
pendent argument as in [Ll] allows us to deduce the same result for an 
arbitrary T > 0. 
2.1. Operator Definitions 
We find it convenient to represent the solution to (1.1) in semigroup 
form. To accomplish this, we will need the definitions of the following 
operators. Let A: L2(Q) + L,(O) be the positive, self-adjoint operator 
defined by 
Ah = A*h, D(A)={~EH~(Q):~~,-=O,A~+(~-~)B~~,=~}. (2.1) 
Next, we define G: L2(r) + L,(Q) by 
A%=0 in Q 
Gg=v iff 
vi,=0 
Av+(~-~)Bv~~,=O 
Av+(l-p)Bv(,-,=g. 
(2.2) 
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Elliptic regularity theory [LM] gives 
GE T(L,(T) -+ H”*(Q)). 
We will respectively denote the sine and cosine operators corresponding to 
A by 
S(t): L*(Q) + L*(Q) and C(t): L*(Q) --) L*(sz). (2.3) 
Using the above operators, we now define dp’,: L2(Ck) + .&(Q), i = 1,2, 
by 
J+EA T 
s 
S( T- t) Gu(7) d7, 
0 
d;p+A T 
s 
C( T- 7) Gu(7) d7. 
0 
(2.4) 
By the same arguments as in [LT6], we can show that the operator 
iYTE [ 1 “,;u, E 6p(L2(C;) -+ C[O, T; H;(Q) x H-‘(Q)]). (2.5) T 
Using these operator definitions, we can now write the solution to (1.1) 
as 
w(t) = C(t) wo + S(t) Wl + (&-u)(t) 
wt(t)= -AS(t) w,+ C(t) WI+ (Y+)(t). 
(2.6) 
Therefore, Eq. (1.1) is exactly controllable if and only if the operator 6pT 
maps L,(Ek) onto HA(Q) x H-‘(Q). The latter is equivalent to the state- 
ment: There exists a constant C,> 0 such that 
Thus, our next step is to compute 9’; with respect to the above topology. 
FR~P~SITION 2.1. With u = (uo, ur), 
cY;u=G*A[S(T-t) A”*u,+C(T-t) A-“‘u,], (2.8) 
or, in partial differential equation form, 
(2.9) 
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where Y is the solution to the following problem: 
Y,,+A’Y=O in R 
!q,=o on X, 
A!P+(l-p)BIyl,-=0 on Z’, 
(2.10) 
Y(T)=A-“%,, Y,(T)=A’,%o. 
ProoJ: From the interpolation result of [Gl], we know D(A’14)= 
HA(Q), with equivalent norms. Using this fact, we find 
blDca~/4,= IA1’4~lL2(n)- IYI~;(~) and l~l~,~-l~)= IA-“4~lL2cD~- IYI~-w,. 
(2.11) 
We can now compute 
(YTU? u)“;(Q). H-‘(D) 
= S(T-z)Gu(z)dz, u0 
> H;(Q) 
C( T- z) Gu(r) dt, u, 
H-‘(n) 
= S(T- z) Gu(7) dz, A1’2uo 
> LAD) 
+ A jO’C(T-~)Gu(r)dr, Ap’12u, 
( > b(Q) 
= 
s 
o&), G*A[S(T-z) A”2uo+C(T-z) Ap”2u,])L,c,,dz 
where (Gu, u),,(,) = (u, G*u),,(,) 
= (u, G*A[S(T- .) A”2uo+ C(T- ,) A~“2u,])LZ((0,T)xr). 
Thus, the proof of our proposition is complete. m 
To express 9’$ more clearly, we need the explicit representation of 
G*A. Therefore, we now state the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.2. For all 4 E D(A), 
on r. 
G*Ad = 
on r,. 
(2.12) 
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Prooj Assuming c+~ED(A), we compute 
Application of Green’s first theorem gives us 
Next, because 4 I,- = 0 and Gg 1 r = 0, we find 
We now note that 
&I,= (1 --ll)kz 
W+%+g on rr 
and A(Gg 
0 on r,. 
Therefore, 
+ $3 (1 -G+g ( > Lz(U 
> . LZ(TI) 
Since the above equality holds for all gE L2(r), the conclusion of 
Lemma 2.2 follows. 1 
2.2, Controllability Inequality 
We now find it convenient to introduce the following change of variable. 
Let 
z=A,‘Y, (2.13) 
where Y satisfies (2.10) and A, is defined by 
A,h= -Ah, D(A,) = H’(O) n H,#2). (2.14) 
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Clearly, z satisfies the boundary conditions 
21,.=AzI,=O. (2.15) 
Our next step is to determine the partial differential equation which r 
satisfies. To accomplish this, we need to define Dg as the harmonic exten- 
sion of the function g from the boundary into the interior, i.e., 
Dg=u iff 
do=0 in R 
ulr= g. 
(2.16) 
Thus, (2.13), (2.15), and the definition of D combine to give us 
z,,=A$P,,= -A,‘A2!J’=A, A3z=A~‘A(A2z-D(A2z(r)) 
= -A,‘A,(A2z- D(A2z/,-))= -A2z+ D(A2z1,) 
since [A2~-D(A2zIr)])r=0. (2.17) 
Since !I”(,= 0, we know 
BY= -k$, (2.18) 
Therefore, we find that 
(2.19) 
and 
A2z,r=AI~r=(J-p)k~=(1-p)k;(dz). (2.20) 
Combining (2.17) and (2.20), then noting (2.15), we see that z satisfies the 
equation 
z.,+A’z=(l-p)D(k;(Ar)) 
zl,=AzIr=O 
4 T) = zo, Zl(T)=z,. 
Finally, we note that Y is conservative and therefore 
IA”4W41;Z~~~ + IA-“4Y,(t)l~2(Rj=constant. 
(2.21) 
(2.22) 
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Thus, since we know that for all t, 
z(t) = @P(t) and z,(t)=~,‘K(t), 
we can find, using interpolation theory [Gl ] that 
IAg%t)lL*(R)= IAyAD1w)lL*(R)= I&3wL*(R)- I~“4w)lL2(R) 
l~~z,(t)lL&2,= I~~1’2KwlL*(R)~ IL~“4wh2(n). (2.23) 
Combining (2.22) and (2.23) we obtain that for any t,, t,, 
I~g%t,&2,+ 142z,(tl&?)” lG24t2)12Lz(R)+ Ie2~t02)12,*(,). 
(2.24) 
By noting that 
-$d;)=i Y (2.25) 
and recalling Proposition 2.1 and Lemma 2.2, we now have an equivalent 
expression for inequality (2.7), which we state in the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.3 (Controllability Inequality). The reszdt of Theorem 1.1 holds 
if and only if the following inequality is satisfied: There exists T> 0 and 
C, > 0 such that for any z(t) satisfying Eq. (2.21) and the equivalence 
relation (2.24), we have 
I I Y$ (AZ) > c,ClAyz(T)I Lo+ I~bi2dT)Lml~ (2.26) L*& 
ProoJ: Follows at once from (2.7), (2.9), and (2.13). In fact, it is enough 
to note that from (2.10), (2.22), and (2.24), we have 
lvllf-~(~, ‘v IA-“4A1’2YV(T)IL2(~)= I~“4W-)ILZ~sy I~~/~z(T)IL~~~~ 
and 
bol f&2, ‘v lA1’4A--‘2Y1(T)I~2(~)~ I~b/2N’)ILm. I 
3. PROOF OF CONTROLLABILITY INEQUALITY 
We shall prove the controllability inequality in two main steps. Our first 
step is stated in Lemma 3.1. 
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LEMMA 3.1. Let z he the solution to Eq. (2.21). Assume that for some 
x0 E R2, (X - x0) v < 0 on f,. If z satisfies equivalence relation (X4), then 
We first state a result which will be needed in the proof of Lemma 3.1. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let z be the solution to Eq. (2.21). If z satisfies equivalence 
relation (2.24), then 
Lemma 3.2 will be proven immediately after the proof of Lemma 3.1. 
Proof of Lemma 3.1. Step 1. First, we multiply both sides of 
Eq. (2.21) by h .V(dz), where h = x-x0, x06 R2, and integrate by parts. 
To simplify the resulting equation, we shall require the following two 
identities which were derived in [LTl], 
s 
z,,h .V(dz 
QT 
)dQdt 
= C(z,, h V(dz)),];- jETz, Az,h.v drdt 
1 
-4 ? L “ET 
IVz,12h.vdl-dt+ jZ $‘h-Vz,dTdt 
T 
z,divhdTdt- 5 
HVz,.Vz,dQdt 
QT 
and 
-- : jQ, ]Vz,] 2 div h dQ dt - j z,V(div h) .Vz, d&l dt (3.3) 
QT 
jQ,A2zh.V(Az)dST2dt= jZTyh.V(Az)drdt 
1 -- 
2 s 
IV(Az)l’ h .v drdt 
67 
- j HV(Az)-V(Az) dQ dt 
QT 
+ij IV(Az)l*divhdQdt, 
QT 
(3.4) 
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where H = H(x) is the 2 x 2 matrix with (i, J-entry &J~x,. Note that 
for our multiplier, HE I and div h = n. Therefore, using the above two 
identities and the boundary conditions, we find 
s QT~l~~,lz+IV(~z)12}d~d~ 
= [(z,, h V(dz))&; j. { IV(h)l’} dQ dt 
+~j~~,~z~~2h.~d~d~~i,~~~t(Az)~2h.”d~dt 
-(l-p) j 
QT 
D(k$(Az))h4’AzdQdt. 
Assuming h. v d 0 on r, , we find 
s { IVz,l 2 + IV(~z)l’> dQ dt Qr 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
where M, is a constant depending on h. 
Step 2. To bound the last term on the right-hand side of Eq. (3.6), we 
first define the operator A”: L,(Q) + L,(Q) by 
A”h= A2h, D(A”) = H4(Q) n Hi(Q). (3.7) 
Using this operator, we find 
I(1 --~)(@t h .V(AZ))L~(Q~~I 
= I(1 -PL)(A”~A”-W~ h~Wz))~,~z,,I 
= (1 -P) 1 b+% 2-W .v(Az))),,,Q,, 
f (1 - P) E lA”‘Wl tZ(QT) + $ lAePh .V(Az)l&,,>. (3.8) 
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where f‘-k(c’/dv)(As). From interpolation theory [Gl], if y < i, then 
D(A”l’) = H4”(Q). Therefore, since D E B(L,(T) -+ H’/*(Q)), 
ii/‘D E .P’(&(l-) -+ L,(O)) for ~<a. 
This gives us 
<(l-p)& &z, 
I I 
2 1-p 1 
+- 
LzV7) 
E IA -Ph .v(Az)122(Qr) 
<(l-P)& ;(dz1 
I I 
2 
+ y I~-Ph.V(dz)lZcCo,r;L*(n),. (3.9) 
Lz(XI.) 
We can split the first term on the right-hand side and apply Lemma 3.2 to 
obtain 
2 
=(1-p)& -$A-) 
I I 
2 
L*(.+) 
+(1-p)& R(dZ) 2 
I I Wo,) 
<(l-p)& $A-) 
1 I 
2 
L2& 
+ (1 -PL)&C(TS NI&*4m,(n,+ 142Ztmt,(n,l. (3.10) 
Step 3. The second term on the right-hand side of (3.6) can be 
bounded by using a second multiplier, AZ. Using this multiplier with 
Eq. (2.21) and similar arguments as in Step 2, we find 
Ir Qr {IW’- IW412) &‘dt 
+ I~-p+“4z,l~~~,T;L2(R),, (3.11) 
where M, is a constant depending on k. 
Step 4. Consider the first term on the right-hand side of (3.6). We can 
show, using (2.24), that 
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Since E is arbitrary, by substituting Eqs. (3.9), (3.10), and (3.12) into (3.6), 
using the equivalence property (2.23), and recalling that D(AP) = H4p(Q), 
we arrive at 
Step 5. Our final step is to show 
(3.14) 
Assume (3.14) does not hold. Then 3{z,(t)}~= 1 satisfying (2.21) and (2.24) 
with 
z,(T) = z,,o, Z”, ,( T) = z,, 1) (3.15) 
such that 
IZnwl&o,r;L2(n), + IZ,,,(t)lZCCO,T;H1~4p(n), 
+ L-h w~&[-0,T;L2(R)] + I4&o,T;L*(R,, = 1 (3.16) 
We note that from differential operator theory [LM, p, 851, the following 
inequalities hold: 
I~pPh~V(Jz)lt2(~j= I~*V(~Z)IH-~O,Q~~CM, IZI~3-qaj 
IAzl L2(Q) 6 c Izl W(f2). 
(3.17) 
By the preceeding arguments in this proof, z,(t) satisfies (3.13) for any 
n. Therefore, 
l~“,ol&,4y) + I~n,112D(/ly) d c, (3.18) 
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where the constant C is independent of n. This implies that there exists a 
subsequence, also denoted by (z,,(t)},:= 1, such that 
Z&O -+ 20 weakly in D(A ‘,‘) 
i n, I --f F, weakly in D(A 2’). 
(3.19) 
Note that since we have assumed z, satisfies (2.21) for all n, we can write 
z,(t) and z,,,(t) implicitly as 
Now consider the solution to the problem 
z,,+Le=o 
Zl,=dZl,=O (3.21) 
Z(T)=Z(), F,(T)=?,. 
Using the variation of parameter formula, we can write the solution to 
(3.21) as 
F(f)=C(T-t)&)+S(T-l)F,. (3.22) 
We can easily show, using the Lebesque dominated convergence theorem 
and the properties of the sine and cosine operators, that 
Therefore, {z,, z,,,) are uniformly bounded in L,[O, T; D(Ar) x 
D(AF)]. Since D(AF) c..,~~~, H3-2p(Q) and II ccOmpact IY-~~(SZ), 
a result of Simon [Sl ] now gives us 
z,(t) -+ z(t) strongly in C( [O, T]; H3 ~ 2p(sZ)), 
z,,,(t) -+ T,(f) strongly in C( [0, T]; H'-4p(Q)). 
(3.24) 
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Thus, from our assumptions and (3.17), we now know 
(3.25) 
and 
Setting 1(1 = AZ, we find that $ satisfies 
t,l/,,+A*+=O 
+lr=Allrlr=~-/ =a 
rl 
(3.26) 
Therefore, by the result of Lions [Ll], we know II/ = 0, which in turn 
implies Z - 0 since ZI ,.= 0. This contradicts (3.25) and, thus, inequality 
(3.14) holds. 1 
Thus, we now know that Lemma 3.1 holds if Lemma 3.2 is true. We now 
prove Lemma 3.2. 
Proof of Lemma 3.2. Step 1. As in the proof of Lemma 3.1, we 
multiply both sides of Eq. (2.21) by h . V(Az), but now we assume h 1 r = v. 
Using identities (3.3) and (3.4) and the boundary conditions, we find 
<I[(z,,h4’(Az)),],71+ {JVz,(*+IV(Az)I*}dQdt 
+ M, j- lztl IVz,l dQ dt 
+(l-$-QrD(k-$(Az)),,,,;,dQdt~, (3.27) 
where M, is a constant depending on H, 
Step 2. We bound the first term on the right-hand side of (3.27) as 
follows: , 
I [(z,, h Wiz)),l;l < I(z,(T), h .Wz(T))),I + l(z,(Q h ~WW))M 
G (Iz,(T)l i2(Q) + lzAO)l t*(n)) 
+ MhWz~~))l~2(a~ + IwW)i;,cnJ~ (3w 
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Recalling equivalence relation (2.24) we find 
I cc--,> h ~VWh21,‘l 
6 2 btl &o. r:L,,Q), +2M,~{lV(d=(T))I~zca,+ IVz,(tHlt,cn,). (3.29) 
Step 3. The fourth term on the right-hand side of (3.27) can be split 
into two parts to obtain 
Mh Iz,I IVz,l dQ dt < M, b,/ tZcQ7) + Mh Ivz,l :m. (3.30) 
Step 4. Finally, we bound the last term on the right-hand side of (3.27) 
by recalling that DE T(L,(r) -+ &(sZ)). Using this, we find 
6 EMDM~ f (AZ) I I 
2 Mh L2(z7, + 4E IV(Az)l LQrP (3.31) 
where MD = ll~ll$cL,cr,+Lzca,,. 
Step 5. Substituting (3.29), (3.30), and (3.31) into (3.27) and letting 
E = 1/4M,Mk, we arrive at 
+w+ TM,) b&,,r;L2(n)l +4MhMDMk Iv(Az)i;,(QTj 
+2M,{lV(A~(T))lt,~n,+ lV~,(%,~a,>. (3.32) 
We use Poincark’s inequality to remove the lower-order term on the right- 
hand side of (3.32), 
I+I,w2), 6 c IbI&o,T;L*(n),~ (3.33) 
Therefore, by using equivalence relation (2.24) and inequality (3.33), we 
find our desired inequality 
<C(T+ NI4!%nIt*(n)+ I4?~,mt,(n,l. I (3.34) 
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Clearly, if we can eliminate the term I(a/av) z,l&;) from inequality 
(3.1), then (2.26) will follow. Thus, our second main step is to remove this 
term. This is, in fact, the main difficulty and novelty of this paper. We 
begin by stating the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let a >O be a given constant and define C, = 
TX [--a, T+ a]. Assume z satisfies Eq. (2.21). Then for any E > 0, 
+&CT,2CIA~z(T)ItZ(R)+ lA%(T)I~,cn,l~ (3.35) 
Proof. Step 1. Using the variation of parameter formula to write the 
solution of Eq. (2.21), we obtain 
z(t) = e iAD(T--t)~g+e-‘AD’T--t)Z1 -A,’ I 
tT&(e iAd-r) _ ,-iaL+7)) Df(z) dz, 
(3.36) 
where 
To simplify our equations and calculations, we now define the following: 
A, E?!eA,e’“““-“;,; 
(3.37) 
Using these definitions, we can now write 
$ zt(t) = -i(A, -A,) - (B, + B2) and i (h(t)) = (A, + A,) + i(B, - B2). 
574 
Thus, we obtain 
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/~r,(t,1)12-/~A;(t,I)12= -4ReB(t,x) (3.38) 
where 
B(t, x) = (A, + iB,)(AZ - iB,) 
=A,J,-iA,B,+iA,B,-B,B,. 
Step 2. Let 4(t) E C,“(R) be such that 0 <d(t) < 1, d(t) = 1 on [0, T], 
and d(t) = 0 on ( - co, --a) u (T+ ~1, co ). With Eq. (3.38), we obtain 
Step 3. To bound the second term on the right-hand side of (3.39), we 
follow the idea presented in [L3]. By definition, 
(3.40) 
Where li and bi denote the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions corresponding 
to the operator AD. Since 
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we know that 
(3.41) 
Therefore, combining (3.40) and (3.41), we find 
Because 4(t) E C,“(R), we have for any N, 
II 
O” 
-co 
~(t)e’(““+i.“)(T-f)dt GIA ,“; lN’ 
n m 
(3.43) 
Thus, for any N, 
(3.44) 
Step 4. Before we can complete the proof of Lemma 3.3, we shall need 
the following result to estimate the remaining three terms on the right-hand 
side of (3.39). 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let v be a solution of 
Then 
v,=iA,v+Dg 
v(T)=v,ED(A~). 
(3.45) 
Proposition 3.4 will be proven in the fourth section of this paper. 
Remark 3.5. Note that inequality (3.46) does not follow from standard 
regularity theory for the Schrijdinger equation. In fact, with g E L,(C,), one 
409116712.19 
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has DgEL,[O, T; H”*-“(Q)] and standard regularity theory gives 
UEC[O, T; HIi’-” (Q)]. This result would at most imply (a/&~) UE 
L,[O, T; H- ‘!*s”(Q)]. Instead, (3.46) allows us to gain one additional 
derivative on the boundary for (a/&) u. 
Assuming the validity of Proposition 3.4, we now continue with the 
proof of Lemma 3.3. 
Proof of Lemma 3.3. Step 4 (cont.). Applying the result of Proposi- 
tion 3.4 with g = 0, we obtain 
IA,12,,(,Tn)+ l~2122(2~~14C?CI~bi2~olZ,,,,+ Ie%It,(n,l 
6GCI#2~oIt2(Q)+ I&%l~,(n,l. (3.47) 
Again applying Proposition 3.4, but now with u0 = 0, we find 
(3.48) 
Using Eqs. (3.47) and (3.48), we can now bound the last three terms on the 
right-hand side of (3.39), 
= SI [lAlB,I + IA,B,I + lBl&l] dxdt 0 r‘I 
(3.49) 
We can combine (3.39), (3.44), and (3.49) and arrive at 
where E can be taken to be arbitrarily small. Thus, the proof of Lemma 3.3 
is complete. 1 
We are now able to complete the proof of the controllability inequality, 
(2.26). 
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Proof of Controllability Inequality. Combining the results of Lemmas 
3.1 and 3.3, since E can be taken to be arbitrarily small, we obtain 
cT,,CI‘c*z(T)l&2)+ IGwx*(R)1 
(3.51) 
From Lemma 3.2 and equivalence relation (2.24) we find 
<C(T+ 1) Ik12,m(r,)CIA3dZz(T)ItZ(R)+ I@~t(~)It,~n,l. (3.52) 
Thus, if WILmcroO) <k,(Q) E 2C$,,/C( T+ 1) C,,,C&, we can absorb the 
right-hand side of (3.52) into the left-hand side of (3.51). Note that k,(Q) 
will depend on the operators D and K, where K is defined in the next 
section, and other constants which depend on T. 
Applying the same type of compactness argument as in Step 5 of the 
proof of Lemma 3.1, we know 
lz(T)l&n,+ lzt(T)ltz(n,~CT 
I I 
;(Az) * . 
L&J 
Therefore, substituting (3.52) and (3.53) into (3.51), then introducing the 
new variable F(t) = z(t - E) into the resulting inequality yields 
IA.b/*Z(T+2a)l&,+ IA~*2(T+2a)l~,~,,dC, soi,,, 1$ (dT)~;2(r,) dt. 
(3.54) 
Since both 2 and z are solutions to the same problem, (2.21), and both 
satisfy the equivalence relation, (2.24), inequality (3.54) implies that 
inequality (2.26) holds with T replaced by T+ 2~. n 
4. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3.4 
Let 
u(t) E u1 + u2 = eiADcTp ‘+I, - c ’ eiAD(‘- ‘)Dg(z) dz. 
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Clearly, u satisfies Eq. (3.45). Our proof of Proposition 3.4 consists of four 
parts. 
4.1. Step 1. Multiplier Methods 
Using the multiplier h . VU, where h lr= v, with Eq. (3.45), we obtain 
a 
I I av" 
d 2 ID&d L,[O,T;L2(R)] + CT ILmL,[O,T;L*(R),. (4.2) 
LZ(ZT) 
Proof: We multiply (3.45) by h . VV and integrate by parts to obtain 
Im I QT 
+j HVo%dRdt-;j \Vu12 div h dsZ dt 
QT QT 
= -Im 1 Dgh . VU dS-2 dt, (4.3 1 QT 
where H= H(x) is the n xn matrix with (i, j)-entry ah,/ax,. Let F be 
defined by F - hiiu,. Then 
div F= Vu, div h + (h .Vv) u, + (h .Vo,) 17. (4.4) 
Using the divergence theorem and Eq. (4.4), we find 
-; 5, [v(T)h.Vu(T)-ti(O)h.Vv(O)] dL?. (4.5) 
Combining Eqs. (4.3) and (4.5), we obtain 
dTdt= -‘j 
2 QT 
Vu, div h dQ dt 
+;s, [o(O)h.Vv(O)-v(T)h.Vu(T)] d&J 
+I HVli%dRdt-ij 
QT 
2 Q7 IVu12 div h da dt 
+Im Dgh . VV d&2 dt. (4.4) 
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Next, using a second multiplier, V, with (3.45) gives us 
Using (4.7), we bound the right-hand side of (4.6) and thus arrive at our 
desired inequality, (4.2). 
4.2. Step 2. Estimates for v, 
In (3.45), assume g = 0. Since vi is the solution to the resulting problem, 
we will use the multiplier V1,t. This yields 
IAb/*u,(t)l&)= IAb/2~~It,~~,=constant. (4.8) 
Hence, for all x E H;(Q), 
sup l~I~~e’~~‘xl&)= IA~/*xJ~~~~~, (4.9) f 
and therefore, 
1l-7 IA, ~,I,~~,,T;L~, = IAb/2&m (4.10) 
Thus, applying Step 1 with g E 0, we find 
a * 
I I avvl 
G C, IA;2d &n)- (4.11) 
LZ(ZT) 
4.3. Step 3. Estimates for v2 
We shall prove 
I~,I,~~O,T;H~(i2), d CT IgIL*( (4.12) 
Define the closed and densely defined operator L: L2(ZT) -+ L2(QT) by 
(Lf)(t)=&/,= eiADct-‘)Df(~) dz. (4.13) 
Then we can easily show that 
(L*g)(t) = D*A, f: e--idD(tPr)g(~) dz. 
If we let + be defined by 
(4.14) 
(4.15) 
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then II/ satisfies the equation 
tj,= -iA,$+ g 
$h(O) = 0. 
(4.16) 
As in the proof of Step 1, we can show that 
(4.17) 
LZ(E7) 
But by using (4.15), we find 
Thus, combining (4.17) and (4.18) yields 
which tells us that 
Therefore, 
L* E cY(L,[O, T; H#2)] + L’(&)). (4.20) 
L E eY(Lz(Cr) --* L,[O, T; H-‘(Q)]). (4.21) 
Let K be defined by 
Kf sA,‘Lf: (4.22) 
Because of the regularity of A ; ‘, (4.21) is equivalent to the statement 
KE =Y(Lz(-&-) --f L,[O, T; ff#W. (4.23) 
In particular, this means that 
I&,[02-&2)1 G cfc l&m’ (4.24) 
as desired since the operator K depends on T. 
4.4. Step 4. Conclusion of Proof 
Combining (4.10) and (4.12) we find 
[Ab/2UJ L,[o, r:L,(njl d CT IA ;*uol ~z(n) + CK I gl Lz(zrj. (4.25) 
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By substituting inequality (4.25) into (4.2) and recalling that 
D E 9(&(r) + &(sZ)), the desired result of Proposition 3.4 is found. [ 
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